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Documentary and Factual

When Sharks Attack Arrow Media National
60 min Documentary, Additional Editor Geographic
This series investigates the causes of shark attacks from around the world looking at the common threads between
diverse and seemingly unconnected shark attacks. Using stunning GFX to bring the details of each investigation to
life, alongside eyewitness accounts, new research, and experiments from a team of experts, each episode begins
with a case study and a mystery at its heart – what circumstances led to the shark encounter?

Unearthed, Series 5 and 6 Windfall Films Discovery
4 x 60 min Documentary
This series follows scientists using groundbreaking technology that can ‘see inside’ these ancient wonders to reveal
hidden chambers and vaults. Immersive CGI animation pulls them apart - stone by stone - to expose their
construction secrets.

Lost Beasts, Secrets of the Killer Mega Shark Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
This episode explores a unique dig site to investigate how the legendary giant megalodon shark took over the
oceans.

Lost Treasures of Egypt, Series 4 Windfall Films National
3 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
Egypt is home to the richest source of archaeological treasures on the planet. Our cameras follow teams across
Egypt on the front line of archaeology, through a full season of excavations. Crawling beneath pyramids, uncovering
long lost tombs and unearthing 3000 year-old mummies, the world’s top archaeologists race to unlock the secrets of
this ancient civilization.

  Curse of the Ancients Barcroft Studios A&E
60 min Documentary
This series casts new light on the most dramatic extinction-level events in human history and uncovers the power of
catastrophes to transform entire epochs. Spanning 3000 BC to 1500 AD, each episode tells five connected stories
from across Europe and Africa. International experts decode ancient mysteries and make world-first revelations. 

Richard Hammond’s Workshop Chimp TV Discovery
60 min Factual Entertainment, Additional Editor
6 part series where Richard Hammond works to learn the business of restoration from scratch. He is joined by
father-son duo Neil and Anthony Greenhouse, who know what they’re doing. The series will also feature members
of Hammond’s family, offering a look into the person behind the persona made famous on “Top Gear” and “The
Grand Tour.”
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Extra Life: A Short History of Living Longer Nutopia PBS
4 x 53 min Documentary Series
Documentary series about the science and medical innovations that conquered some of the world’s deadliest
diseases.

Strip the Cosmos, (TX Re-Master) Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
TX Re-Master of the Mars Rover (Perseverance) episode to coincide with the rover landing.

Strip the Cosmos, Series 4 Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
This series explores many unanswered questions about our universe and other mysteries by following exciting
scientific missions, using stunning CGI animation to explore the structure, origins and destiny of the universe.

Historic Homes Windfall Films More4
2 x 60 min Documentary
Two teams of building movers race against time to relocate two huge Historic Homes.

Autobiography Raw TV Discovery
60 min History Documentary
Premium historical documentary celebrating legendary drivers and the iconic machine in which they changed the
face of American auto racing - a salute to the extraordinary role the automobile has played in shaping popular
American culture and a unique chance to feel what it was really like to be behind the wheel for the fearless
trailblazers who risked all for glory on the track.

Speed Arrow Media Amazon Video
60 min Documentary CuriosityStream
This series explores transport innovations worldwide changing the way we move both now and in the future,
revealing the historical antecedents that make them possible along the way.

The Valley Windfall Channel 4
2 x 60 min Documentary Nat Geo
Series exploring the tough, mysterious and endlessly fascinating world of archaeology in Egypt’s Valley of the Kings.
Teams from all over the world compete to unearth, decode and analyse brand new finds that are changing the way
we understand the world of ancient Egypt.

World’s Worst Flights Arrow Media Channel 5
2 x 60 min Documentary
Using jaw-dropping footage recorded by those on board, this series straps you in for a roller-coaster ride on the
World’s Worst Flights. Passengers reveal what it’s like to endure the scariest things that happen in the skies while
expert analysis steps the viewer through each stage of the event.
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Invaders Arrow Media Animal Planet
60 min Documentary
Series following families whose homes get taken over by creepy crawlies and animals.

Egypt’s Great Pyramid: The New Evidence Windfall Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
The secrets of how the pyramid was built are finally being revealed thanks to new discoveries and experimental
archaeology.

My Floating Home Windfall More 4
60 min Documentary
Homeowners leave suburbia behind to live in stunning aquatic homes that float on water.

Outrageous Acts of Science October Films Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
A fast-paced countdown of the world’s top 20 homemade science stunts and experiments found on the Internet.

Inside Windsor Castle Red Planet Pictures Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Examines the history of the royal residence over the last 80 years using drama reconstruction, archive and
interview.

Combat Dealers Wag TV Discovery
44 min Documentary
Follows the adventures of Bruce Crompton, a buy and seller of military kit, as he travels around the barns and
battlefields of Europe hunting everything from Spy pencils to tanks.

Ancient Assassins World Media Rights American Heroes
2 x 46 min Documentary Channel
A blend of gory reconstruction, archive and interview tells the bloodiest and most gripping adventures in world
history. ‘The Real Braveheart’ is the story of William Wallace in the lead up to the Battle of Stirling Bridge in 1297.
‘Rome’s Navy SEALS’ follows an elite Germanic tribe who helped conquer Britain in AD43.

Hitler: The Rise and Fall Arrow Media Discovery
60 min  Drama Documentary
Historical drama documentary looking at all aspects of Hitler’s life, right back to his childhood.

Gold Rush Raw TV Discovery
2 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Series 6 of the popular observational documentary following a group of unemployed men from Oregon who have
set out for Alaska in search of gold.
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Dr Jeff: Rocky Mountain Vet Double Act Animal Planet
44 min Documentary
In Denver, Colorado, Dr Jeff is a rebel with a cause. Straight talking and warm hearted, Jeff and his busy team deal
with all kinds of animal emergencies that enter through the door every day.

Supertruckers Lion TV Discovery
60 min Observational Documentary
Six part observational documentary for Discovery Channel on engineering and trucking.

Ultimate Airport: Dubai, Series 2 and 3 Arrow Media National
2 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
This series steps behind-the-scenes of Dubai International’s three massive terminals with unprecedented access to
all facets of this mega facility. The series also follows some of the 60,000 staff working hard to keep it safe, secure,
and on schedule.

The Brain Blink Films PBS
60 min Factual Entertainment
Science series with Dr David Eagleman telling the story of the inner workings of the brain which takes viewers on a
visually spectacular journey into why they feel and think about the things they do. It blends scientific truth with
innovative visual effects and compelling personal stories.

Animal Fight Night Arrow Media National
60 min Documentary Geographic
From lions to mice, AFN delivers the drama and testosterone from bloody fights in the animal kingdom, explains
what behaviour led to battle and dissects the science behind the killer tactics. No holds barred – anything goes in the
wild.

Bang Goes the Theory BBC BBC1
2 x 30 min Documentary
Investigates the science behind the headlines and makes sense of the issues that matter.
Trains - The team looks at the many measures engineers are taking to ensure Britain’s ageing rail system stays on
track. Ageing - Explains how muscles and bones change as we get older and examines if human brains being grown
in a Petri dish can cure diseases like Alzheimer’s.

Strip the City, Series 2 Windfall Films Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
Series exposing the big cities of the world and their engineering secrets. This episode looks at how cities survive the
threats of earthquakes, landslides and floods, using CGI to peel back stonework and the inner workings of
techniques that allowed the city to be built without modern tools.
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Science of Stupid IWC National

30 min Factual Entertainment Geographic
Presented by Richard Hammond, this series revisits YouTube fail videos to explain the science behind what went
wrong. Super slow motion demonstrations and high end FX illustrate the correct way to perform the physics defying
stunts.

The Petrol Age Bigger Pictures Sky Atlantic
44 min Documentary
Presented by Paul McGann, this series tells the story of British motoring across the ages, through the iconic cars and
incredible personalities that helped establish the UK as a major driving force in global motoring.

The World’s Biggest Ship Windfall Films Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
On a dry dock in South Korea, Maersk is building the world’s biggest ship. It’s called the Triple-E and will cost $185
million. This series has exclusive access to every part of the build; from the design of the vessel's unique hull to the
day of the maiden voyage. It also focuses on the human side, including members of the build team and the captain
as he trains for his new role.

Lions on the Move Kingdom Films Arte France
60 min Documentary
‘Lion whisperer’ Kevin Richardson has to move his 30 lions, 4 black leopards and 12 spotted hyenas to a newly
created wildlife sanctuary in the heart of the Dinokeng Big 5 reserve, South Africa. This film captures the trials and
tribulations building up to the big move and follows the behaviour of the animals as they settle into their new home.

Megastructures Windfall Films National
60 min Observational Documentary Geographic
In Italy across the Apennine Mountains between Bologna and Florence a team of engineers are creating a new
super highway. The construction of the twin Sparvo tunnels is the most challenging part, requiring the world’s
largest tunnel boring machine. This documentary explains how they overcame this and many other challenges.

Ultimate Warfare Arrow Media Discovery
45 min Documentary
Military history for the Call of Duty generation. CGI enhanced drama, interviews and archive tell the story of the
battle of Hue – The US marines bloodiest battle of the Vietnam War. It profiles the decisive missions, heroes and
weapons that played a critical role in the struggle for the city.

Countdown to Collision Windfall Films Discovery
45 min Documentary
The world’s longest cargo train runs across 900 kilometres of remote forest to the Brazilian port of São Luís. It
carries iron ore destined for China. We follow the dynamic team of railway workers as they race against the clock to
get the three kilometre-long train to the port on time.
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Heroes of the Sky Cineflix Productions Channel 5
45 min Documentary Discovery
An action packed period drama-documentary telling the story of George Burling – WW2s greatest air ace. From
being an RAF outsider in Britain, the maverick pilot achieved hero status by shooting down 27 axis aircraft in just 14
days over the besieged Mediterranean island of Malta.

Foxes Live: Wild in the City Windfall Films Channel 4
10 x 4 min VTs
This Live event, broadcast from Battersea Power Station, launched a nationwide campaign to investigate Britain’s
most controversial carnivore. Are our cities being overrun by foxes? Are they becoming increasingly brazen? And are
they a danger to our pets and children?

Massive Moves Windfall Films National
5 x 22 min Documentary Geographic
Moving home is one of the most stressful experiences we ever encounter – but can you imagine moving the entire
house? There is high drama for the homeowners who have to helplessly look on as our team of movers transport
their beloved property through forests, across frozen lakes and over mountains, hoping it can reach the destination
intact.

Narrow Escapes of World War 2 World Media Rights Yesterday
3 x 45 min Documentary
The series combines eyewitness and expert testimony with specially shot material, dramatic reconstruction and
previously unseen archive to recreate the suicidal raids, fantastic rearguard actions and back-to-the-wall fighting of
the war.

Ideas That Changed The World Brook Lapping BBC World
30 min Documentary
Our world has been transformed by inspired ideas that we take for granted and these eureka moments are
continuing to shape our futures. Four top class experts from the world of economics each bring a champion idea to
the table; Money, Banks, the Company and Taxes. Which is the game winning idea that changed the world?

Aga Khan Award for Architecture OFP Films BBC World
3 x 30 min Documentary
Takes viewers across the globe, charting architectural projects from China to the Middle East and Africa to Europe.
From small innovative ideas to major schemes revitalising cities. The series case studies all the finalists and
gradually reveals the winners of this prestigious award.

Extinction Sucks Off The Fence Babelgum
3 x 30 min Documentary
Fast-paced, raw and real, it is more MTV than BBC. Instead of preaching doom-mongering stats, ES has a different
approach. It’s not about suits or summits, it’s about taking charge and taking action – and having loads of fun on the
way.
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What Is Not Said BBC BBC Arabic
2 x 30 min Documentary
Operation Virgin examines 3 women from different generations, who lost their virginity while teenagers, but felt
pressured into regaining it through medical procedure. Copts On The Street examines the complex relationship
Christians in Egypt have with Muslims and how the church has become increasingly politicised.
Runner Up Documentary of the Year (The Foreign Press Association Media Awards 2010)

Kill Or Cure? Rockhopper BBC World
30 min Documentary
There are about 8 million doctors in the world and 18 million nurses. Unsurprisingly, there are many more in the
rich world than anywhere else. Developing countries that spend their limited resources training medical staff often
see them leave for better-paid jobs abroad. It’s a medical brain drain. Is there anything that can be done to regulate
the market and any other solutions on offer?

Survivor’s Guide Rockhopper BBC World
30 min Documentary
In the late 1990s Argentina’s economy entered recession giving way to an insurmountable financial burden. Huge
debts were defaulted on and the escalating catastrophe caused misery for citizens and businesses. Survivor’s Guide
examines what Argentina did to pull itself out of the economic crisis and whether the measures put in place are
protecting Argentines from the current recession.

Britain At War Simply Media History Channel
2 x 60 min Documentary
Nothing can ever convey the reality of the dark days of World War Two better than the memories of those who were
there. Veterans from the British army, navy, air force and wartime civilians share their recollections for perhaps the
final time. The result is an extraordinary collection of interviews and rare archive from a unique generation that
lived through the horrors of war and survived.

Nature Inc. One Planet Pictures BBC World
5 x 30 min Documentary
Ecosystem services are worth more than the grand total of all the world's national economies. In this view, the
global economy is a subdivision of nature. This series puts a price tag on the planet's billion- year-old support
system. It shows how destroying it is costing us.

Children on the Frontline Thompson Foundation BBC World
4 x 30 min Documentary
Children on the Frontline finds that young people are not waiting for their elders, they are taking affirmative action
to protect themselves. In this series, children in disaster-prone areas are given a rare opportunity to voice their
fears and suggest what should be done to make their lives safer.
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World Challenge Perspective BBC World
4 x 30 min Documentary
A global competition aimed at finding projects from around the world that have shown enterprise and innovation at
the grassroots level. The stories involve sustainable modest scale enterprises, highlighting the diverse ways that
ordinary people go about making a living without taxing the Earth’s resources. Viewers vote for their favourites and
the winners receive generous funding.

World of Stupid Bullseye Bravo
30 min Documentary
An observational series featuring some of the most spectacular and stupid stunts ever performed! Be it on land, ice,
water or wheels, these guys will find ingenious ways to do the dumbest things. 10 countries. 10 crews. 10 million
ways of being stupid.

Earth Report Hands On BBC World
24 x 30 min Documentary
Earth Report comprises stories from all over the world, providing a journalistic update on the state of the planet.
Covering aspects such as urban management, environmental health and conservation of wild species, this
long-running, award-winning series discovers projects people can act on to create a more sustainable world.

International Correspondents CNN CNN
6 x 30 min Documentary
Brings together the world’s leading journalists, editors and media figures to discuss the top stories and critique the
current news landscape.

Design 360 CNN CNN
6 x 30 min Documentary
Takes a unique look at the creative process, the social context and the business perspective of design throughout
the world.

Global Office CNN CNN
6 x 30 min Documentary
Brings a whole new perspective on management to worldwide audiences and looks at what really makes business
sense in the competitive cutthroat, global environment.
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Lifestyle and Entertainment

Naked, Alone and Racing to Get Home Avalon E4
60 min Entertainment
The extreme survival challenge sees two pairs of contestants stripped of all their possessions, money and clothes,
and tasked to race across one of Britain’s harshest terrains, surviving over three gruelling days with minimal
provisions.

Design 360 CNN CNN
3 x 60 min Entertainment
Taking a unique look at the creative process, the social context and the business perspective of design throughout
the world.

Little Monsters Princess Productions Sky One
3 x 60 min Entertainment
Kids force adults to perform a number of tasks and challenges and then judge their efforts. The show follows an
elimination structure where the kids decide who stays and goes.

Gillette World Sport Sunset & Vine Sky Sports 1
12 x 30 min Entertainment
A weekly half hour sports magazine program that combines exciting action with exclusive stories and profiles of
some of the world's leading sportsmen and women.

Ferrari Racing CSS Sky Sports

10 x 60 min Entertainment
Following the highs and lows of a racing season both on the track and behind the scenes.

Live & Learn BBC BBC
30 x 15 min Interactive
A wide mix of stories that reveal knowledge on subjects as diverse as cooking recipes to MP3 players.

At The Races Sky Sports Sky Sport

Various
Promos for up and coming racing events. Highlight programs on the day’s races and documentaries on various
trainers and jockeys.

RI:SE Princess Productions Channel 4
Various
Magazine Style content for the breakfast show that included film reviews, pop promos, news and sport.
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Pop Promos and Commercials

Ocean Colour Scene 4 mins Motion Picture House/MTV
Rain 4 mins Motion Picture House/MTV
Smooth Event 30 secs Ministry Of Sound/MTV
Knebworth 2001 30 secs Ministry Of Sound/MTV

Films

Puffball 90 mins Tall Stories/Cinema Release
Punch Drunk 90 mins Video Symphony/Festivals
Do You Like Flowers 5 mins Necto Productions/Festivals

Corporate
Sony Marriott Hotel Aiwa Ashden
Olympic Games 2012 Aiwa L’Oreal
Tesco Texaco Braun
Nintendo Ladbrokes Kelloggs
UK Skills Barclays
Avon NHS

Qualifications

Video Symphony Enter-training, Hollywood, California

201 Advanced Media Composer Techniques
205 Media Composer Troubleshooting
305 Advanced Media Composer Effects
320 Finishing on Avid Media Composer and Avid Symphony 415 Advanced Apple Final Cut Pro
611 Advanced Adobe Photoshop 620 Advanced Adobe After Effects
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